
Cookie Notice 
A cookie is an element of data that a website can send to your browser, which may then store it 
on your system. Some cookies are necessary, in that they enable basic functions like page 
navigation and access to secure areas of the website.  Others are optional, but very useful, in that 
they help website operators understand how visitors interact with their websites by collecting 
and reporting website use information anonymously to the operator.   

Our Website uses one necessary cookie and two optional cookies.  We have not given you the 
option to decline our necessary cookie, but the two optional cookies are disabled by default; we 
only start to use them if you click “Accept” on the Cookie Banner that appears at the bottom of 
your screen upon your first visit to our website. 

Necessary Cookies 

Necessary cookies enable core functionality such as security, highlighting page errors, network 
management, and accessibility. You may disable these by changing your browser settings, but 
this may affect how the website functions.   

Our website uses the following necessary cookie: 

Name Provider Purpose Duration Type 
firebase-installations-

database#firebase-
installations-store 

nextiles.tech Control cookie used in 
connection with the web 
site’s Content Delivery 

Network (CDN). 

Persistent 6 

 

Optional Cookies (Statistics) 

Statistic cookies help website owners to understand how visitors interact with websites by 
collecting and reporting information anonymously. 
 
When you click “Accept” on the Cookie Banner that appears at the bottom of your screen upon 
your first visit to our website, we activate the following statistics cookies: 
 
 

Name Provider Purpose Duration Type 
_ga nextiles.tech Registers a unique ID that is used to 

generate statistical data on how the visitor 
uses the website. 

2 years HTTP 

_ga_# nextiles.tech Used by Google Analytics to collect data on 
the number of times a user has visited the 

website as well as dates for the first and 
most recent visit. 

2 years HTTP 

 


